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Abstract The Institute for Engineering Design at the
Technical University of Braunschweig in Germany is
developing a software system, which enables engineers to
cope with tolerances in the design of complex products.
This software has been applied to the development of
micro systems (‘‘Tolerance Analysis and Synthesis Tool for
Micro Systems’’ [l-ToAST]). Besides the feature descrip-
tion of this software the latest progress in its development
is presented in this paper.

Introduction
The large variety of the technologies and physical, chem-
ical or biochemical effects comprised in micro systems
requires a new generation of quality assurance. An
appropriate quality management should check all con-
ceivable influences on the product and perform a complete
tolerance synthesis process based on its function and
regarding manufacturing and cost optimization. In the
following a software tool is presented, which enables de-
sign engineers and product developers to cope with any
kind of tolerances affecting the function of MEMS. This
software is called the ‘Tolerance Analysis and Synthesis
Tool for Micro Systems’ (l-ToAST). It has been developed
by the Institutes for Engineering Design and Microtech-
nology in Braunschweig, Germany.

Theoretical background

Tolerance analysis
Classical methods of tolerance analysis being used in
engineering design merely work on lengths and angles
utilizing simple vector algebra. With micro system tech-
nologies further units have to be regarded as well. These
are for example temperatures, electrical and magnetic
fields, concentrations, material data and many more. This
circumstance requests on the one hand a tolerance
description which is independent of dimensions. On the
other hand the impact of tolerances on the function of a
product should be supposed as non-linear. This could lead
to local extrema of the function within the regarded tol-

erance interval. These requirements on modern tolerance
management could be approximately fulfilled by a multi-
dimensional Taylor expansion [1].

Disadvantageous to the Taylor expansion is the neces-
sity to know an appropriate mathematical description of
the problem. In order to reduce this hindrance, the soft-
ware tool is capable of applying two methods, each of
which operates on tables with experimental data. The first
approach is to derive an analytical fitting function from
the data and then apply the Taylor expansion to it. The
second method is to perform a multidimensional linear
data interpolation.

Tolerance synthesis
The derivatives of the Taylor expansion mentioned above
with respect to each of the input parameters are called the
tolerance sensitivities, which are necessary to perform the
actual tolerance synthesis. Any tolerance synthesis in gen-
eral addresses the question: given a required tolerance of the
output parameter, what would the resulting input tolerances
be? The desired tolerance of the output parameter is labeled
df . In worst-case studies this term is the maximum rated
tolerance. The formation of input tolerance distributions is
assisted by the software in two different ways:

• evenly distributed influences of all input tolerances
• evenly distributed influences of selected input tolerances

To get an even distribution of all input tolerances the
software calculates for any i:

dxi ¼
of ðxÞ
oxi

� ��1df

j
ð1Þ

To obtain an even distribution of selected input tolerances
the software first calculates the difference between the
worst-case tolerance and the tolerance given by the input
tolerances determined beforehand. This difference now
represents the new worst-case tolerance for the remaining
input tolerances. The following equation describes this
procedure for k input tolerances:

dxmþi ¼
1

k
df �

Xj�k

n¼1

dxn
of ðxÞ
oxn

 !
� of ðxÞ

oxmþi

� ��1

ð2Þ

k is the number of those parameters whose variations are
not given.

Monte-Carlo simulations
In manufacturing processes, the results depend on every
parameter, but the errors of parameters often cannot be
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avoided. In case the distribution is known for every
parameter, the distribution of the result is wanted.
Therefore a Monte-Carlo Simulation is necessary. The
errors of different parameters may have different distri-
butions. It depends on many factors. In the present soft-
ware, Uniform Distribution, Gaussian Distributions and
Weibull Distributions can be selected for every parameter.
A description of these common probability distributions
can be found in [2]. Arbitrary distributions can be con-
verted to computer generated random numbers which
represent the given probability density distribution of e.g.
experimental or material data.

Processing of geometric tolerances
In preceding sections the general handling of tolerances is
described as an analytical problem. The main task in
solving this problem is to find a suitable description of the
interdependencies of the input parameters.

During the processing of geometric tolerances, the
l-ToAST uses the advantages of modern CAD-Software,
such as SolidWorks, Unigraphics or Pro/Engineer. With
these extensive software tools the design engineer is able to
link a system of equations and constraints to the geometric
model. At best the complete geometry is represented by
geometric and dimensional constraints. Figure 1 shows a
simple example of a three-dimensional CAD-model of a
geometry which can be completely described by geometric
and dimensional constraints. This part consists of three
links (including the ground, n ¼ 3) which are joined by
three cardan joints (g ¼ 3).

Gruebler’s equation [3] leads to zero degrees of free-
dom:

F ¼ 6ðn� g � 1Þ þ
X

f ¼ 6ð3� 3� 1Þ þ 6 ¼ 0

The term
P

f is the sum of kinematic variables in the
mechanism.

Static determination is a prerequisite for handling
geometric tolerances within the l-ToAST software. If the
geometry is not statically determined, it is not possible to
differentiate the tolerance-related uncertainties from
mechanical degrees of freedom. In Fig. 1 the tolerance
analysis of the positions of the two joints near the ground
and the lengths of the links leads to the tolerance of the
position of the third joint. The result of this analysis is
shown in Fig. 2.

Every point in this cloud represents one event of the
Monte-Carlo Simulation. The input values were assumed
to be Gaussian distributed. The statistically distributed
tolerance of the right link was four times higher than the
tolerance of the left one.

Further processing
Normally the procedure of Monte-Carlo Simulation is as
follows. Each input parameter gets a nominal value, e.g. the
crossing points of the two joints in Fig. 1 should be located
at x1 ¼ �50 mm, y1 ¼ 0 mm, z1 ¼ 0 mm and x2 ¼ 50 mm,
y2 ¼ 0 mm, z2 ¼ 0 mm and both links should have the
length 70 mm. For a tolerance analysis a variation of at least
2 parameters is necessary. This variation could be obtained
by determination of limits, e.g. lx;y;z ¼ 0:6 mm for the joint
crossing points, and calculation of spreads (the so-called

shape parameter) for the probability distributions:
r ¼ l=3 ¼ 0:2 [4]. These calculations lead to two spherical
zones of possible locations for both lower joints. The
probability density depends on the distance from the center
of the sphere (which is the nominal value) and has the
shape of a Gaussian distribution. Applying the same pro-
cedure to both lengths of the links leads to two one-
dimensional and two three-dimensional tolerance zones.

Each event of the Monte-Carlo Simulation is a combi-
nation of four parameters (two points and two lengths)
which are computed by algorithms which represent the
mentioned probability distributions. The resulting point
cloud (Fig. 2) then has to be transformed into a density.
Therefore the complete room which contains events is

Fig. 1. Simple Example – Three cardan joints

Fig. 2. Resulting point cloud of the simulation of Fig. 1
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divided in small room elements. In each room element the
events are counted and, with the aim of standardization,
divided by the total amount of events. For the further
processing of these probability distributions in following
tolerance analyses, a function has been implemented
which calculates random numbers representing these
distributions. Thus, any result of a tolerance analysis of
geometries can serve as input for following tolerance
analyses. The software is able to process resulting toler-
ance zones of any desired shape.

Generation of statistically distributed tuples
As mentioned in the previous section the l-ToAST con-
tains an algorithm, which is able to generate coordinates
(or n-tuples) by a given spatial probability density. This
procedure is shown in Fig. 3 for one dimension.

The computer is able to generate uniform distributed
pseudo-random numbers between 0 and 1. These can be
converted to any interval. Consequently it is possible to
generate uniform distributed pseudo-random numbers xr

and pr of the intervals xmin; xmax½ � and 0; pmax½ �. The values
of xr, which comply with the condition pr � pðxrÞ will be
stored – the others will be rejected. The stored numbers
represent the probabilty density corresponding to pðxÞ.
The absolute frequency of numbers outside the interval
xmin; xmax½ � is zero.

The procedure of generating random triples is analog,
although four uniform distributed computer-generated
pseudo-random numbers are needed: pr 2 0; pmax½ � and
R3 3 xr 2 xmin; xmax

� �
.

Examples

Micro mirror
As a simple example of the methods described above a
micro mirror should serve. This mirror is shown in Fig. 4.
It consists of a frame, two torsion springs with a square
cross-section each of width and height h and length l and a
square-shaped reflecting plate with the edge length a.

The eigenfrequency of this mirror can be approximated
by [5]

x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:318 � 8 � GSi � h3

qSi � a4 � l

s
: ð3Þ

In this equation GSi is the shear modulus of silicon and qSi

is its density.

Tolerance synthesis
Firstly, a tolerance synthesis with respect to the eigenfre-
quency of the device shall be carried out. The given
nominal geometric values are l ¼ 500 lm, a ¼ 200 lm, and
h ¼ 50 lm. Thus, the resulting nominal value of the
eigenfrequency is 36875.6 Hz.

The results of this tolerance synthesis are shown in
Table 1. The first row contains the given tolerances of the
eigenfrequency. This example only refers to positive input
tolerances. It becomes clear that the tolerance sensitivity of
the parameter h has the largest value. Increasing sensitivity
causes a decrease in the value of the allowed tolerance.
Slightly unsatisfying is the high discrepancy of the calcu-
lated input tolerances. The fact that all input parameters
are lengths makes a uniform distribution of the target
tolerance desirable. In that case l-ToAST offers a function,
which calculates tolerance distributions considering dif-
ferent weight factors for the inputs.

The results of the same tolerance synthesis described
above including the weight factors 3.13% for a and l and
93.75% for h are shown in Table 2. A check of the resulting
tolerances for a given tolerance of 1 kHz leads to a worst-
case eigenfrequency of 37877.9 Hz

Fig. 3. Generating random numbers by a given arbitrary proba-
bility density pðxÞ

Fig. 4. Micro Mirror for one-dimensional deflection of a laser
beam

Table 1. Results of the tolerance synthesis of the mirror’s
eigenfrequency

dx0 [Hz] 100.0 500.0 1000.0

da [lm] )0.905 )4.493 )8.915
dl [lm] )0.905 )4.493 )8.915
dh [lm] 0.0302 0.1498 0.2972

Table 2. Results of the tolerance synthesis of the mirror’s
eigenfrequency including weight factor

dx0 [Hz] 100.0 500.0 1000.0

da [lm]: 3.125% )0.0849 )0.4235 )0.8446
dl [lm]: 3.125% )0.0849 )0.4235 )0.8446
dh [lm]: 93.75% 0.0849 0.4235 0.8446
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Tolerance analysis
The last sentence of the previous subsection describes a
worst-case tolerance analysis: given input tolerance inter-
vals are merged into the highest amount of deviation from
the nominal value concerning the target parameter. When
imagining local extrema appearing between the limits of
the intervals the solution of this problem is obviously not
trivial, but processing non-monotone functions is a task
for the further development of l-ToAST.

In this subsection statistical tolerance analyses will be
described. In contrast to worst-case studies statistical tol-
erance analyses are based on input tolerances which are
statistically distributed. At first glance, an analytical
example should show that the linkage of input and output
within a statistical tolerance analysis is not necessarily
clearly evident. The regarded function is f ðx; yÞ ¼ x2=

ffiffiffi
y
p

,
the input parameters x and y are both distributed uni-
formly over the interval [1, 2] complying with a nominal
value of 1.5 and tolerances of �0:5. This leads to possible
function values limited by 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

and 4. The resulting
probability distribution of this tolerance analysis is shown
in Fig. 5.

The marked points denote the probabilities of function
values, which are resulting from the interval limits:

ð1Þ Ap f ð1; 2Þ � 0:707ð Þ; ð2Þ Ap f ð1; 1Þ ¼ 1ð Þ;
ð3Þ Ap f ð2; 2Þ � 2:828ð Þ and ð4Þ Ap f ð2; 1Þ ¼ 4ð Þ:
The curve shape of Fig. 5 is clarified within the contour
plot of f ðx; yÞ shown in Fig. 6.

The shown isolines are equidistant. The patterned area
which is located at f ðx; yÞ ¼ 1 is the largest one between
two isolines. This explains the maximum in Fig. 5 at
f ðx; yÞ ¼ 1. Also the kinks at this pint and f ðx; yÞ ¼ 4=

ffiffiffi
2
p

can be explained with Fig. 6: during passing the limits of
the intervals the amount of area size changes rapidly.

The following example should demonstrate the power-
fulness of l-ToAST.

Fig. 7 shows the parallel and perdendicular shear
modulus of silicon in the plane (110) with respect to the
crystal direction [6]. The anisotropy will have an effect on
the eigenfrequency. The original manufacturing parame-
ter, which causes deviation from the nominal eigenfre-

quency is the angle u on the wafer. In this case the angle
should be completely indifferent, that means that it is
uniformly distributed over 0� and 360�.

The remaining input parameters and their distributions
are shown in Table 3.

The results of two statistical tolerance analyses regard-
ing the two different torsion planes are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 5. A simple example to clarify the complex linkage between
input and output within statistical tolerance analysis

Fig. 6. Explanation of the curve shape of Fig. 5

Fig. 7. The shear modulus for silicon’s (110)-plane

Table 3. Input parameters and their distributions

Par. Type l [lm] r [lm]

u Uniform 0 to 360�
h Gaussian 50 5/30
l Gaussian 500 5/3
a Gaussian 2000 20/3
q Fix 2320 kg/m3
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This result clearly offers a magnificent chance for the
described statistical tolerance management: if a wide var-
iation of an input parameter leads to distinctive peaks in
the expectation value of the target parameter, these could
probably be taken as a quantity of acceptable results.

In some cases this point of view might be cheaper than
keeping very tight input tolerances.

In any case, l-ToAST offers a quick overview of the
expected distributions of values of complex functions.

Summary and prospects
The introduced software l-ToAST is a powerful tool for
tolerance management of complex systems, especially
microsystems. The term tolerance management unites
analysis, i.e. investigation of effects from input toler-

ances on the target tolerance, and synthesis, i.e. the
meaningful allocation of input tolerances. An interface to
a 3D-CAD system was developed to process geometric
tolerances. In spite of the already considerable com-
plexity of the tool, further development is still to be
accomplished. For example, it would be more practical
for values of the same unit to be given the same toler-
ance ranges, which an automatic adaptation of the
weighting for the sensitivities would require during
synthesis. Also, it would have to be checked in worst-
case analyses, whether a target parameter, within a given
tolerance interval belonging to an input parameter,
possesses a local extremum, that is not situated on an
interval boundary. Besides, the automatic interpretation
of statistical tolerance analyses is needed, that means
the recognition of extrema and their corresponding
spreads.
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